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  Where did that thought come from?

Level 1 - 3 Power Questions

A Simple Unconscious Questioning  Process:

1.

  2.  What if it's not true?

  3.  What if the opposite is true?
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Level 2 - The Money Block Buster Process

Negative feelings point to limiting beliefs.

1.  State the negative feeling & the situation:

  I feel ________________________________________________ (X) 

  about _______________________________________________ (Y)
 

2. Why do I feel (X) about (Y)? 

This shows you the limiting belief/block (Z)

Our Reasons are our Beliefs.  
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Write out the limiting belief (Z) (eg: My business will fail)

3. What am I afraid would happen, if I didn't feel (X)?

4. Do I really believe that?   Yes / No  

5. What am I afraid would happen if I didn't believe (Z)?

6. Do I really believe that?  Yes / No
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7. What if (Z) is not true? What would that mean?

8. What could I choose to believe instead (A)?

9. What would  become possible if (A) is true?

10. Where can I already see evidence of (A) being true?

11. What do I know I need to do next?


	untitled1: frustrated and upset
	untitled2: my business not making enough money at the moment
	untitled3: Because I'm scared my business will fail
	untitled4: My business will fail
	untitled5: I'm afraid that if I didn't feel frustrated or upset, I wouldn't fight for it & just allow it to fail. I'm afraid I would get lazy and give up.
	untitled6: No
	untitled7: If I didn't believe that my business will fail I'm afraid that I would have no other excuse for playing small and people would find out I don't really know what I'm talking about or as good as they might think. I'm afraid I might be found out as a fraud
	untitled8: Not really...
	untitled9: If it's not true that my business will fail that would mean I will be reaching a lot of people and they will be relying on me to really know my stuff so that I can help them.It would mean that instead of worrying & procrastinating, I should be  making sure I am an absolute authority in my field.
	untitled10: I could choose to believe that I am committed to being an authority in my field who really helps people and that my business and its success will be a reflection of that.
	untitled11: If I am a committed authority in my field who really helps people, I can proudly stand up and claim my space and my abundance, knowing I am being of incredible value. People would be so grateful & talking about how much I helped them.
	untitled12: I have dozens of testimonials and grateful emails from happy clients.I have repeat clients who love & trust me.When I started this business I knew very little and now I know so much that it feels easy & normal.
	untitled13: I know I need to continue practicing my craft to give me the confidence to speak up proudly, trust myself to be an expert in my field and allow my abundance to flow as a natural result of that.I need to sit and read my testimonials and then I need to make a plan for tracking and documenting my continued professional development


